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7s contain -NK- 

ANANKES AAEKNNS ANANKE, compelling necessity in ancient Greek religion [n] 

ANKLETS AEKLNST ANKLET, ornament for ankle [n] 

ANKLING AGIKLNN ANKLE, to walk (to advance on foot) [v] 

ANKUSES AEKNSSU ANKUS, elephant goad [n] 

BANKERS ABEKNRS BANKER, one who works in bank [n] 

BANKING ABGIKNN business of bank [n -S] / BANK, to keep money in bank (institution dealing in money matters) [v] 

BANKITS ABIKNST BANKIT, raised sidewalk [n] 

BANKSIA AABIKNS Australian plant [n -S] 

BLANKED ABDEKLN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

BLANKER ABEKLNR BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

BLANKET ABEKLNT to cover uniformly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLANKIE ABEIKLN child's blanket (piece of fabric used as cover) [n -S] 

BLANKLY ABKLLNY in blank (empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude))) manner [adv] 

BLINKED BDEIKLN BLINK, to open and shut eyes [v] 

BLINKER BEIKLNR to put blinders on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOINKED BDEIKNO BOINK, offensive word [v] 

BONKERS BEKNORS crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BONKING BGIKNNO BONK, to hit on head with hollow blow [v] 

BUNKERS BEKNRSU BUNKER, to store in large bin [v] 

BUNKIES BEIKNSU BUNKIE, small separate building for guests [n] 

BUNKING BGIKNNU BUNK, to go to bed [v] 

BUNKOED BDEKNOU BUNKO, to bunco (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

BUNKUMS BKMNSUU BUNKUM, nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n] 

CANKERS ACEKNRS CANKER, to affect with ulcerous sores [v] 

CANKLES ACEKLNS CANKLE, thick ankle [n]  

CHINKED CDEHIKN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v] 

CHUNKED CDEHKNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CLANKED ACDEKLN CLANK, to make sharp, metallic sound [v] 

CLINKED CDEIKLN CLINK, to make soft, sharp, ringing sound [v] 

CLINKER CEIKLNR to form fused residue in burning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLONKED CDEKLNO CLONK, to make dull thumping sound [v] 

CLUNKED CDEKLNU CLUNK, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

CLUNKER CEKLNRU jalopy (decrepit car) [n -S] 

CONKERS CEKNORS CONKER, chestnut used in British game [n] 

CONKING CGIKNNO CONK, to hit on head [v] 

CRANKED ACDEKNR CRANK, to start manually [v] 

CRANKER ACEKNRR CRANK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

CRANKLE ACEKLNR to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRANKLY ACKLNRY in crank (lively (full of energy)) manner [adv] 

CRINKLE CEIKLNR to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRINKLY CIKLNRY crinkled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

DANKEST ADEKNST DANK, unpleasantly damp [adj] 

DEBUNKS BDEKNSU DEBUNK, to expose sham or falseness of [v] 

DELINKS DEIKLNS DELINK, to break connection between [v] 

DINKEYS DEIKNSY DINKEY, small locomotive [n] 
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DINKIER DEIIKNR DINKY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

DINKIES DEIIKNS DINKY, dinkey (small locomotive) [n] 

DINKING DGIIKNN DINK, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

DINKUMS DIKMNSU DINKUM, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

DONKEYS DEKNOSY DONKEY, domestic ass [n] 

DRINKER DEIKNRR one that drinks (to swallow liquid) [n -S] 

DRUNKEN DEKNNRU drunk (intoxicated) [adj] 

DRUNKER DEKNRRU DRUNK, intoxicated [adj] 

DUNKERS DEKNRSU DUNKER, one that dunks (to dip into liquid) [n] 

DUNKING DGIKNNU act of dipping something into liquid [n -S] / DUNK, to dip into liquid [v] 

EINKORN EIKNNOR variety of wheat [n -S] 

EMBANKS ABEKMNS EMBANK, to confine or protect with raised structure [v] 

FINKING FGIIKNN FINK, to inform to police [v] 

FLANKED ADEFKLN FLANK, to be located at side of [v] 

FLANKEN AEFKLNN beef cut from sides that is boiled with vegetables [n FLANKEN] 

FLANKER AEFKLNR one that flanks (to be located at side of) [n -S] 

FLUNKED DEFKLNU FLUNK, to fail examination or course [v] 

FLUNKER EFKLNRU one that flunks (to fail examination or course) [n -S] 

FLUNKEY EFKLNUY flunky (servile follower) [n -S] 

FLUNKIE EFIKLNU flunky (servile follower) [n -S] 

FRANKED ADEFKNR FRANK, to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery [v] 

FRANKER AEFKNRR FRANK, honest and unreserved in speech [adj] / one that franks (to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery) [n -S] 

FRANKLY AFKLNRY in frank (honest and unreserved in speech) manner [adv] 

FRANKUM AFKMNRU hardened resin of spruce tree [n -S] 

FUNKERS EFKNRSU FUNKER, one that funks (to shrink back in fear) [n] 

FUNKIAS AFIKNSU FUNKIA, flowering plant [n] 

FUNKIER EFIKNRU FUNKY, having offensive odor [adj] 

FUNKILY FIKLNUY FUNKY, having offensive odor [adv] 

FUNKING FGIKNNU FUNK, to shrink back in fear [v] 

GINKGOS GGIKNOS GINKGO, ornamental tree [n] 

GUNKIER EGIKNRU GUNKY, filthy, sticky, or greasy [adj] 

GUNKING GGIKNNU GUNK, to cause something to be gunky [v] 

HANKERS AEHKNRS HANKER, to long for [v] 

HANKIES AEHIKNS HANKIE, hanky (handkerchief) [n] / HANKY [n] 

HANKING AGHIKNN HANK, to fasten sail [v] 

HIJINKS HIIJKNS mischievous fun [n HIJINKS] 

HINKIER EHIIKNR HINKY, suspicious [adj] 

HONKERS EHKNORS HONKER, one that honks (to emit cry like that of goose) [n] 

HONKING GHIKNNO HONK, to emit cry like that of goose [v] 

HUNKERS EHKNRSU HUNKER, to squat (to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels) [v] 

HUNKIER EHIKNRU HUNKY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

INKBLOT BIKLNOT blotted pattern of spilled ink [n -S] 

INKHORN HIKNNOR small container for ink [n -S] 

INKIEST EIIKNST INKY, resembling ink [adj] 

INKJETS EIJKNST INKJET, printer that spurts ink to form letters [n] 

INKLESS EIKLNSS being without ink [adj] 
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INKLIKE EIIKKLN resembling ink [adj] 

INKLING GIIKLNN slight suggestion [n -S] 

INKPOTS IKNOPST INKPOT, inkwell (small container for ink) [n] 

INKWELL EIKLLNW small container for ink [n -S] 

INKWOOD DIKNOOW evergreen tree [n -S] 

JINKERS EIJKNRS JINKER, one that jinks (to move quickly out of way) [n] 

JINKING GIIJKNN JINK, to move quickly out of way [v] 

JUNKERS EJKNRSU JUNKER, something ready for junking [n] 

JUNKETS EJKNSTU JUNKET, to banquet (to feast (to eat sumptuously)) [v] 

JUNKIER EIJKNRU JUNKY, worthless [adj] 

JUNKIES EIJKNSU JUNKIE, drug addict [n] 

JUNKING GIJKNNU JUNK, to discard as trash [v] 

JUNKMAN AJKMNNU one who buys and sells junk [n -MEN] 

KINKIER EIIKKNR KINKY, tightly curled [adj] 

KINKILY IIKKLNY KINKY, tightly curled [adv] 

KINKING GIIKKNN KINK, to form tight curl or bend in [v] 

KONKING GIKKNNO KONK, to conk (to hit on head) [v] 

LANKEST AEKLNST LANK, long and slender [adj] 

LANKIER AEIKLNR LANKY, ungracefully tall and thin [adj] 

LANKILY AIKLLNY LANKY, ungracefully tall and thin [adv] 

LINKAGE AEGIKLN act of linking (to connect (to join together)) [n -S] 

LINKBOY BIKLNOY man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets [n -S] 

LINKERS EIKLNRS LINKER, one that links (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

LINKING GIIKLNN LINK, to connect (to join together) [v] 

LINKMAN AIKLMNN linkboy (man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets) [n -MEN] 

LINKUPS IKLNPSU LINKUP, something that serves as linking device [n] 

LUNKERS EKLNRSU LUNKER, large game fish [n] 

MANKIER AEIKMNR MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] 

MANKIND ADIKMNN human race [n MANKIND, -S] 

MONKERY EKMNORY mode of life of monks [n -RIES] 

MONKEYS EKMNOSY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v] 

MONKISH HIKMNOS pertaining to monks (man who is member of secluded religious order) [adj] 

NANKEEN AEEKNNN cotton fabric [n -S] 

NANKINS AIKNNNS NANKIN, nankeen (cotton fabric) [n] 

NONBANK ABKNNNO business that is not bank [n -S] 

NONKINS IKNNNOS NONKIN, ones who are not kin [n]  

OINKING GIIKNNO OINK, to utter natural grunt of hog [v] 

PINKENS EIKNNPS PINKEN, to become pink [v] 

PINKERS EIKNPRS PINKER, one that pinks (to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth) [n] 

PINKEST EIKNPST PINK, of pale reddish hue [adj] 

PINKEYE EEIKNPY inflammation of eye [n -S] 

PINKEYS EIKNPSY PINKEY, ship with narrow overhanging stern [n] 

PINKIER EIIKNPR PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PINKIES EIIKNPS PINKIE, little finger [n] 

PINKING GIIKNNP method of cutting or decorating [n -S] / PINK, to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth [v] 

PINKISH HIIKNPS somewhat pink [adj] 
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PINKOES EIKNOPS PINKO, person who holds somewhat radical political views [n] 

PLANKED ADEKLNP PLANK, to cover with planks (long, flat pieces of lumber) [v] 

PLINKED DEIKLNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

PLINKER EIKLNPR one that plinks (to shoot at random targets) [n -S] 

PLONKED DEKLNOP PLONK, to plunk (to fall or drop heavily) [v] 

PLONKER EKLNOPR stupid person [n -S] 

PLUNKED DEKLNPU PLUNK, to fall or drop heavily [v] 

PLUNKER EKLNPRU one that plunks (to fall or drop heavily) [n -S] 

PODUNKS DKNOPSU PODUNK, small, unimportant town [n] 

PRANKED ADEKNPR PRANK, to adorn gaudily [v] 

PRINKED DEIKNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRINKER EIKNPRR one that prinks (to dress or adorn in showy manner) [n -S] 

PUNKAHS AHKNPSU PUNKAH, punka (ceiling fan used in India) [n] 

PUNKERS EKNPRSU PUNKER, punk rock musician [n] 

PUNKEST EKNPSTU PUNK, of inferior quality [adj] 

PUNKEYS EKNPSUY PUNKEY, punkie (biting gnat) [n] 

PUNKIER EIKNPRU PUNKY, resembling punk (dry, decayed wood used as tinder) [adj] 

PUNKIES EIKNPSU PUNKIE, biting gnat [n] 

PUNKINS IKNNPSU PUNKIN, pumpkin (large, edible fruit) [n] 

PUNKISH HIKNPSU pertaining to style inspired by punk rock [adj] 

PYSANKA AAKNPSY hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n -KY] 

RANKERS AEKNRRS RANKER, enlisted soldier [n] 

RANKEST AEKNRST RANK, strong and disagreeable in odor or taste [adj] 

RANKING AGIKNNR listing of ranked individuals [n -S] / RANK, to determine relative position of [v] 

RANKISH AHIKNRS somewhat rank [adj] 

RANKLED ADEKLNR RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RANKLES AEKLNRS RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

REINKED DEEIKNR REINK, to ink again [v] 

RELINKS EIKLNRS RELINK, to link again [v] 

RUNKLED DEKLNRU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUNKLES EKLNRSU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

SHANKED ADEHKNS SHANK, to hit sharply to right, as golf ball [v] 

SHRINKS HIKNRSS SHRINK, to contract or draw back [v] 

SINKAGE AEGIKNS act, process, or degree of sinking [n -S] 

SINKERS EIKNRSS SINKER, one that sinks (to move to lower level) [n] 

SINKFUL FIKLNSU as much as sink can hold [n SINKFULS] 

SINKING GIIKNNS SINK, to move to lower level [v] 

SKANKED ADEKKNS SKANK, to dance in loose-limbed manner [v] 

SKANKER AEKKNRS one that skanks (to dance in loose-limbed manner) [n -S] 

SKINKED DEIKKNS SKINK, to pour out or serve, as liquor [v] 

SKINKER EIKKNRS one that skinks (to pour out or serve, as liquor) [n -S] 

SKUNKED DEKKNSU SKUNK, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] 

SLINKED DEIKLNS SLINK, to move stealthily [v] 

SPANKED ADEKNPS SPANK, to slap on buttocks [v] 

SPANKER AEKNPRS one that spanks (to slap on buttocks) [n -S] 

SPUNKED DEKNPSU SPUNK, to begin to burn [v] 
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SPUNKIE EIKNPSU light caused by combustion of marsh gas [n -S] 

STINKER EIKNRST one that stinks (to emit foul odor) [n -S] 

STONKED DEKNOST STONK, to bombard with artillery fire [v] 

STONKER EKNORST something very large or impressive of its kind [n -S] 

SUNKERS EKNRSSU SUNKER, ridge of rock near surface of sea [n] 

SUNKETS EKNSSTU SUNKET, tidbit (choice bit of food) [n] 

SWANKED ADEKNSW SWANK, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SWANKER AEKNRSW SWANK, imposingly elegant [adj] 

SWINKED DEIKNSW SWINK, to toil (to work strenuously) [v] 

TANKAGE AAEGKNT capacity of tank [n -S] 

TANKARD AADKNRT tall drinking vessel [n -S] 

TANKERS AEKNRST TANKER, ship designed to transport liquids [n] 

TANKFUL AFKLNTU amount tank can hold [n -S] 

TANKING AGIKNNT TANK, to store in tank (container usually for liquids) [v] 

TANKINI AIIKNNT woman's swimsuit consisting of bikini briefs and tank top [n -S] 

THANKED ADEHKNT THANK, to express gratitude to [v] 

THANKER AEHKNRT one that thanks (to express gratitude to) [n -S] 

THINKER EHIKNRT one that thinks (to formulate in mind) [n -S] 

THUNKED DEHKNTU THUNK, to make sudden, muffled sound [v] 

TINKERS EIKNRST TINKER, to repair in unskilled or experimental manner [v] 

TINKLED DEIKLNT TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TINKLER EIKLNRT one that tinkles (to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds) [n -S] 

TINKLES EIKLNST TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TRANKED ADEKNRT TRANK, to tranquilize [v] 

TRINKET EIKNRTT to deal secretly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRUNKED DEKNRTU TRUNK, main stem of tree [adj] 

TUNKETS EKNSTTU TUNKET, hell [n] 

TURNKEY EKNRTUY person who has charge of prison's keys [n -S] 

TWINKIE EIIKNTW twink (weak or ineffectual person) [n -S] 

TWINKLE EIKLNTW to shine with flickering or sparkling light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TWINKLY IKLNTWY twinkling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNKEMPT EKMNPTU untidy (not tidy (neat and orderly)) [adj] 

UNKINKS IKKNNSU UNKINK, to remove curls from [v] 

UNKNITS IKNNSTU UNKNIT, to unravel (to separate threads of) [v] 

UNKNOTS KNNOSTU UNKNOT, to undo knot in [v] 

UNKNOWN KNNNOUW one that is not known [n -S] 

UNLINKS IKLNNSU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v] 

UPLINKS IKLNPSU UPLINK, to transmit (data) to spacecraft or satellite [v] 

WANKERS AEKNRSW WANKER, offensive word [n] 

WANKING AGIKNNW WANK, offensive word [v] 

WINKERS EIKNRSW WINKER, one that winks (to close and open one eye quickly) [n] 

WINKING GIIKNNW WINK, to close and open one eye quickly [v] 

WINKLED DEIKLNW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WINKLER EIKLNRW one that winkles (to displace, extract, or evict from position) [n -S] 

WINKLES EIKLNSW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WONKERY EKNORWY qualities or activities of wonk [n -RIES] 
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WONKIER EIKNORW WONKY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adj] 

WONKILY IKLNOWY WONKY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adv] 

WONKISH HIKNOSW WONK, overly studious student [adj] 

WRINKLE EIKLNRW to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRINKLY IKLNRWY having wrinkles [adj -LIER, -LIEST]  

YANKING AGIKNNY YANK, to pull suddenly [v] 

YONKERS EKNORSY YONKER, younker (young gentleman) [n] 

YOUNKER EKNORUY young gentleman [n -S] 

ZINKIFY FIIKNYZ to zincify (to coat with zinc) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ZONKING GIKNNOZ ZONK, to stupefy (to dull senses of) [v] 

 

7s end -NK 

BETHANK ABEHKNT to thank (to express gratitude to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHINK BEHIKNT to consider (to think about) [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

CHEWINK CEHIKNW common finch [n -S] 

COWPUNK CKNOPUW music combining country and western styles with punk rock [n -S] 

CUTBANK ABCKNTU steep stream bank [n -S] 

EYEWINK EEIKNWY wink of eye [n -S] 

HOTLINK HIKLNOT connection between two computer files [n -S] 

MUDBANK ABDKMNU sloping area of mud alongside body of water [n -S] 

OUTRANK AKNORTU to rank higher than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RATFINK AFIKNRT contemptible person [n -S] 

RETHINK EHIKNRT to think again [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

SPELUNK EKLNPSU to explore caves [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNDRUNK DKNNRUU not swallowed (to take through mouth and esophagus into stomach) [adj] 

UNTHINK HIKNNTU to dismiss from mind [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -NK- 

ANKERITE AEEIKNRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANKUSHES AEHKNSSU ANKUSH, ankus (elephant goad) [n] 

ANKYLOSE AEKLNOSY to unite or grow together, as bones of joint [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BANKABLE AABBEKLN BANK, to keep money in bank (institution dealing in money matters) [adj] 

BANKBOOK ABBKKNOO depositor's book [n -S] 

BANKCARD AABCDKNR credit card issued by bank [n -S] 

BANKERLY ABEKLNRY BANKER, one who works in bank [adj] 

BANKNOTE ABEKNNOT promissory note [n -S] 

BANKROLL ABKLLNOR to fund (to provide money for) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

BANKRUPT ABKNPRTU to impoverish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BANKSIDE ABDEIKNS slope of river bank [n -S] 

BLANKEST ABEKLNST BLANK, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

BLANKETY ABEKLNTY used as euphemism for unmentionable word [n -TIES] 

BLANKING ABGIKLNN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

BLINKARD ABDIKLNR one who habitually blinks [n -S] 

BLINKING BGIIKLNN BLINK, to open and shut eyes [v] 
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BOINKING BGIIKNNO BOINK, offensive word [v] 

BUNKERED BDEEKNRU BUNKER, to store in large bin [v] 

BUNKMATE ABEKMNTU person with whom sleeping quarters are shared [n -S] 

BUNKOING BGIKNNOU BUNKO, to bunco (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CANKERED ACDEEKNR CANKER, to affect with ulcerous sores [v] 

CHINKIER CEHIIKNR CHINKY, full of cracks [adj] 

CHINKING CGHIIKNN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v] 

CHUNKIER CEHIKNRU CHUNKY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adj] 

CHUNKILY CHIKLNUY CHUNKY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adv] 

CHUNKING CGHIKNNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CLANKIER ACEIKLNR CLANKY, making sharp, metallic sound [adj] 

CLANKING ACGIKLNN CLANK, to make sharp, metallic sound [v] 

CLINKING CGIIKLNN CLINK, to make soft, sharp, ringing sound [v] 

CLONKIER CEIKLNOR CLONKY, making dull thumping sound [adj] 

CLONKING CGIKLNNO CLONK, to make dull thumping sound [v] 

CLUNKIER CEIKLNRU CLUNKY, clumsy in style [adj] 

CLUNKING CGIKLNNU CLUNK, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

CRANKEST ACEKNRST CRANK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

CRANKIER ACEIKNRR CRANKY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

CRANKILY ACIKLNRY in cranky (grumpy (ill-tempered)) manner [adv] 

CRANKING ACGIKNNR CRANK, to start manually [v] 

CRANKISH ACHIKNRS eccentric [adj] 

CRANKOUS ACKNORSU cranky (grumpy (ill-tempered)) [adj] 

CRANKPIN ACIKNNPR handle of crank [n -S] 

DANKNESS ADEKNNSS state of being dank (unpleasantly damp) [n -ES] 

DEBUNKED BDDEEKNU DEBUNK, to expose sham or falseness of [v] 

DEBUNKER BDEEKNRU one that debunks (to expose sham or falseness of) [n -S] 

DELINKED DDEEIKLN DELINK, to break connection between [v] 

DINKIEST DEIIKNST DINKY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

DRINKING DGIIKNNR habit of drinking alcoholic beverages [n -S] / DRINK, to swallow liquid [v] 

DRUNKARD ADDKNRRU one who is habitually drunk [n -S] 

DRUNKEST DEKNRSTU DRUNK, intoxicated [adj] 

DRUNKISH DHIKNRSU somewhat drunk [adj] 

EMBANKED ABDEEKMN EMBANK, to confine or protect with raised structure [v] 

ENKINDLE DEEIKLNN to set on fire [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FLANKING AFGIKLNN FLANK, to be located at side of [v] 

FLINKITE EFIIKLNT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FLUNKING FGIKLNNU FLUNK, to fail examination or course [v] 

FRANKEST AEFKNRST FRANK, honest and unreserved in speech [adj] 

FRANKING AFGIKNNR FRANK, to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery [v] 

FRANKLIN AFIKLNNR medieval English landowner [n -S] 

FUNKIEST EFIKNSTU FUNKY, having offensive odor [adj] 

FUNKSTER EFKNRSTU fan or performer of earthy, bluesy music [n -S] 

GINKGOES EGGIKNOS GINKGO, ornamental tree [n] 

GUNKHOLE EGHKLNOU to make series of short boat trips [v -D, -LING, -S] 

GUNKIEST EGIKNSTU GUNKY, filthy, sticky, or greasy [adj] 
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HANKERED ADEEHKNR HANKER, to long for [v] 

HANKERER AEEHKNRR one that hankers (to long for) [n -S] 

HINKIEST EHIIKNST HINKY, suspicious [adj] 

HUNKERED DEEHKNRU HUNKER, to squat (to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels) [v] 

HUNKIEST EHIKNSTU HUNKY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

INKBERRY BEIKNRRY small shrub [n -RRIES] 

INKINESS EIIKNNSS state of being inky (resembling ink) [n -ES] 

INKSTAND ADIKNNST inkwell (small container for ink) [n -S] 

INKSTONE EIKNNOST stone on which dry ink and water are mixed [n -S] 

JUNKETED DEEJKNTU JUNKET, to banquet (to feast (to eat sumptuously)) [v] 

JUNKETER EEJKNRTU one that junkets (to banquet (to feast)) [n -S] 

JUNKIEST EIJKNSTU JUNKY, worthless [adj] 

JUNKYARD ADJKNRUY place where junk is stored [n -S] 

KINKAJOU AIJKKNOU arboreal mammal [n -S] 

KINKIEST EIIKKNST KINKY, tightly curled [adj] 

LANKIEST AEIKLNST LANKY, ungracefully tall and thin [adj] 

LANKNESS AEKLNNSS state of being lank (long and slender) [n -ES] 

LINKABLE ABEIKLLN LINK, to connect (to join together) [adj] 

LINKSMAN AIKLMNNS golfer (one that golfs (to play golf (type of ball game))) [n -MEN] 

LINKWORK IKKLNORW something composed of interlocking rings [n -S] 

LUNKHEAD ADEHKLNU stupid person [n -S] 

MANKIEST AEIKMNST MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] 

METHINKS EHIKMNST it seems to me -- METHINKS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v -HOUGHT] 

MONKEYED DEEKMNOY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v] 

MONKFISH FHIKMNOS marine fish [n -ES] 

MONKHOOD DHKMNOOO state of being monk (man who is member of secluded religious order) [n -S] 

PACHINKO ACHIKNOP Japanese pinball game [n -S] 

PENKNIFE EEFIKNNP small pocketknife [n -IVES] 

PINKENED DEEIKNNP PINKEN, to become pink [v] 

PINKIEST EIIKNPST PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PINKNESS EIKNNPSS state of being pink (of pale reddish hue) [n -ES] 

PINKROOT IKNOOPRT medicinal plant root [n -S] 

PLANKING AGIKLNNP covering made of planks [n -S] / PLANK, to cover with planks (long, flat pieces of lumber) [v] 

PLANKTER AEKLNPRT any organism that is element of plankton [n -S] 

PLANKTIC ACIKLNPT PLANKTON, minute animal and plant life of body of water [adj] 

PLANKTON AKLNNOPT minute animal and plant life of body of water [n -S] 

PLINKIER EIIKLNPR PLINKY, having or making short, sharp metallic sounds [adj] 

PLINKING GIIKLNNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

PLONKING GIKLNNOP PLONK, to plunk (to fall or drop heavily) [v] 

PLUNKIER EIKLNPRU PLUNKY, marked by quick, hollow, metallic sound [adj] 

PLUNKING GIKLNNPU PLUNK, to fall or drop heavily [v] 

PRANKING AGIKNNPR PRANK, to adorn gaudily [v] 

PRANKISH AHIKNPRS mischievous [adj] 

PRINKING GIIKNNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PUNKETTE EEKNPTTU female punk rocker [n -S] 

PUNKIEST EIKNPSTU PUNKY, resembling punk (dry, decayed wood used as tinder) [adj] 
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RANKLESS AEKLNRSS having no ranks [adj] 

RANKLING AGIKLNNR RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RANKNESS AEKNNRSS state of being rank (strong and disagreeable in odor or taste) [n -ES] 

REINKING EGIIKNNR REINK, to ink again [v] 

RELINKED DEEIKLNR RELINK, to link again [v] 

RINKHALS AHIKLNRS ringhals (venomous snake) [n -ES] 

RINKSIDE DEIIKNRS area next to ice at rink [n -S] 

RUNKLING GIKLNNRU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

SHANKING AGHIKNNS SHANK, to hit sharply to right, as golf ball [v] 

SHRINKER EHIKNRRS one that shrinks (to contract or draw back) [n -S] 

SHRUNKEN EHKNNRSU SHRINK, to contract or draw back [v] 

SINKABLE ABEIKLNS SINK, to move to lower level [adj] 

SINKFULS FIKLNSSU SINKFUL, as much as sink can hold [n] 

SINKHOLE EHIKLNOS natural depression in land surface [n -S] 

SKANKIER AEIKKNRS SKANKY, filthy or sleazy [adj] 

SKANKING AGIKKNNS SKANK, to dance in loose-limbed manner [v] 

SKINKING GIIKKNNS SKINK, to pour out or serve, as liquor [v] 

SKUNKIER EIKKNRSU SKUNKY, having smell suggestive of skunk (mammal that can spray foul-smelling liquid) [adj] 

SKUNKING GIKKNNSU SKUNK, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] 

SLINKIER EIIKLNRS SLINKY, stealthy (intended to escape observation) [adj] 

SLINKILY IIKLLNSY SLINKY, stealthy (intended to escape observation) [adv] 

SLINKING GIIKLNNS SLINK, to move stealthily [v] 

SPANKING AGIKNNPS act of one that spanks [n -S] / SPANK, to slap on buttocks [v] 

SPRINKLE EIKLNPRS to scatter drops or particles on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPUNKIER EIKNPRSU SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] 

SPUNKILY IKLNPSUY SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adv] 

SPUNKING GIKNNPSU SPUNK, to begin to burn [v] 

STINKARD ADIKNRST despicable person [n -S] 

STINKBUG BGIKNSTU insect that emits foul odor [n -S] 

STINKIER EIIKNRST STINKY, emitting foul odor [adj] 

STINKING GIIKNNST STINK, to emit foul odor [v] 

STINKPOT IKNOPSTT jar containing foul-smelling combustibles formerly used in warfare [n -S] 

STONKING GIKNNOST remarkable, exciting [adj] / STONK, to bombard with artillery fire [v] 

STOTINKA AIKNOSTT monetary unit of Bulgaria [n -S, -KI] 

SWANKEST AEKNSSTW SWANK, imposingly elegant [adj] 

SWANKIER AEIKNRSW SWANKY, swank (imposingly elegant) [adj] 

SWANKILY AIKLNSWY SWANKY, swank (imposingly elegant) [adv] 

SWANKING AGIKNNSW SWANK, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SWINKING GIIKNNSW SWINK, to toil (to work strenuously) [v] 

SYNKARYA AAKNRSYY cell nuclei formed by fusion of two preexisting nuclei [n SYNKARYA] 

TANKLESS AEKLNSST having no tank [adj] 

TANKLIKE AEIKKLNT resembling tank [adj] 

TANKSHIP AHIKNPST tanker (ship designed to transport liquids) [n -S] 

THANKFUL AFHKLNTU feeling gratitude [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

THANKING AGHIKNNT THANK, to express gratitude to [v] 

THINKING GHIIKNNT opinion or judgment [n -S] / THINK, to formulate in mind [v] 
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THUNKING GHIKNNTU THUNK, to make sudden, muffled sound [v] 

TINKERED DEEIKNRT TINKER, to repair in unskilled or experimental manner [v] 

TINKERER EEIKNRRT one that tinkers (to repair in unskilled or experimental manner) [n -S] 

TINKLIER EIIKLNRT TINKLY, producing tinkling sound [adj] 

TINKLING GIIKLNNT sound made by something that tinkles [n -S] / TINKLE, to make slight, sharp, metallic sounds [v] 

TRANKING AGIKNNRT TRANK, to tranquilize [v] 

TRINKUMS IKMNRSTU small ornaments [n -S] 

TRUNKFUL FKLNRTUU as much as trunk (storage box) can hold [n -S] 

TRUNKING GIKNNRTU system of electrical or telephone lines [n -S] 

TWANKIES AEIKNSTW TWANKY, variety of green tea [n] 

TWINKLER EIKLNRTW one that twinkles (to shine with flickering or sparkling light) [n -S] 

UNKEELED DEEEKLNU not keeled (to capsize (to overturn)) [adj] 

UNKENNED DEEKNNNU not known or recognized [adj] 

UNKENNEL EEKLNNNU to release from kennel [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

UNKINDER DEIKNNRU UNKIND, not kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adj] 

UNKINDLY DIKLNNUY not kindly [adv -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNKINGLY GIKLNNUY not kingly (of or befitting king) [adj] 

UNKINKED DEIKKNNU UNKINK, to remove curls from [v] 

UNKISSED DEIKNSSU not kissed (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [adj] 

UNKOSHER EHKNORSU not kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [adj] 

UNLINKED DEIKLNNU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v] 

UNRANKED ADEKNNRU not ranked (to determine relative position of) [adj] 

UPLINKED DEIKLNPU UPLINK, to transmit (data) to spacecraft or satellite [v] 

WINKLING GIIKLNNW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WONKIEST EIKNOSTW WONKY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adj] 

 

8s end -NK 

ANTITANK AAIKNNTT designed to combat tanks [adj] 

BOBOLINK BBIKLNOO songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

CHIPMUNK CHIKMNPU small rodent [n -S] 

CLAYBANK AABCKLNY yellow-brown color [n -S] 

CRYOBANK ABCKNORY place for storing human tissue at very low temperatures [n -S] 

CUFFLINK CFFIKLNU fastening for shirt cuff [n -S] 

DATABANK AAABDKNT database [n -S] 

DOWNLINK DIKLNNOW to transmit data from satellite to earth [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EYEBLINK BEEIKLNY instant (very short time) [n -S] 

FIREPINK EFIIKNPR flowering plant [n -S] 

FORERANK AEFKNORR first rank [n -S] 

HOODWINK DHIKNOOW to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ICEBLINK BCEIIKLN glare over icefield [n -S] 

KERPLUNK EKKLNPRU to fall or drop with heavy sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTHINK HIIKMNST to think wrongly [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUTDRINK DIKNORTU to surpass in drinking [v -RANK, -RUNK, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLANK AFKLNOTU to gain tactical advantage over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHANK AHKNOTTU to surpass in thanking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHINK HIKNOTTU to get better of by thinking [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 
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OVERRANK AEKNORRV too luxuriant in growth [adj] 

POSTPUNK KNOPPSTU pertaining to music coming after punk rock [adj] 

PREFRANK AEFKNPRR to frank beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDSHANK ADEHKNRS shore bird [n -S] 

SANDBANK AABDKNNS large mass of sand [n -S] 

SNOWBANK ABKNNOSW mound of snow [n -S] 

STOPBANK ABKNOPST embankment along river [n -S] 

UNSHRUNK HKNNRSUU not shrunk (to contract or draw back) [adj] 

 


